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bstract. The mainstream approach to image quality assessment
as centered around accurately modeling the single most relevant
trategy employed by the human visual system (HVS) when judging
mage quality (e.g., detecting visible differences, and extracting im-
ge structure/information). In this work, we suggest that a single
trategy may not be sufficient; rather, we advocate that the HVS
ses multiple strategies to determine image quality. For images con-
aining near-threshold distortions, the image is most apparent, and
hus the HVS attempts to look past the image and look for the dis-
ortions (a detection-based strategy). For images containing clearly
isible distortions, the distortions are most apparent, and thus the
VS attempts to look past the distortion and look for the image’s
ubject matter (an appearance-based strategy). Here, we present a
uality assessment method [most apparent distortion (MAD)], which
ttempts to explicitly model these two separate strategies. Local

uminance and contrast masking are used to estimate detection-
ased perceived distortion in high-quality images, whereas changes

n the local statistics of spatial-frequency components are used to
stimate appearance-based perceived distortion in low-quality im-
ges. We show that a combination of these two measures can per-
orm well in predicting subjective ratings of image quality. © 2010
PIE and IS&T. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3267105�

Introduction
he ability to quantify the visual quality of an image in a
anner that agrees with human vision is a crucial step for

ny system that processes consumer images. Over the past
everal decades, research on this front has given rise to a
ariety of computational methods of image quality assess-
ent. So-called full-reference quality assessment methods

ake as input an original image and a distorted version of
hat image, and yield as output a prediction of the visual
uality of the distorted image relative to the original image.
he effectiveness of an image quality assessment method is
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eedings Vol. 7242.
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gauged by examining how well the method can predict
ground-truth, human-supplied quality ratings obtained via
subjective testing.

The earliest methods of full-reference quality assess-
ment were based primarily on the energy of the distortions.
Classical examples include mean-squared error �MSE� and
peak signal-to-noise ratio �PSNR�, which operate based on
point-wise differences of digital pixels values. Root-mean-
squared �rms� contrast is another example in which the en-
ergy of the distortions is measured in the luminance
domain.1 More recently, methods have been developed
based on properties of the human visual system �HVS�.2–20

The vast majority of HVS-based methods employ a “per-
ceptual decomposition” that mimics the local spatial-
frequency analysis performed in early vision. This decom-
position is typically followed by processing stages that take
into account near-threshold psychophysical properties such
as contrast sensitivity and visual masking.

Another class of methods has recently been proposed
that do not explicitly model the stages of vision, but instead
operate based on overarching principles of what the HVS is
trying to accomplish when viewing a distorted image.21–24

Overarching principles typically include some form of
structural or information extraction, which assumes that a
high-quality image is one whose structural content �object
boundaries and/or regions of high entropy� most closely
matches that of the original image. In Sec. 2, we provide a
review of existing approaches to quality assessment.

Despite the clear differences in the way these ap-
proaches operate, the vast majority of existing methods
share a common thread. Namely, they are rooted in the
assumption that when a human determines image quality,
the HVS operates via a single strategy. For MSE/PSNR, the
assumption is that the strategy employed by the HVS is to
gauge the intensity of the distortions. For methods based on
near-threshold psychophysics, the assumption is that the
strategy employed by the HVS is to process the images via
local spatial-frequency decompositions with adjustments
for masking, and then to collapse these perceptual decom-
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)1
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ositions into a final value of quality. For methods based on
verarching principles, the common assumption is that the
trategy employed by the HVS is to extract local image
tructure or use natural image statistics to extract the maxi-
al amount of information, and thus quality is determined

ased on the extent to which this information can be ex-
racted.

In this work, we advocate an approach to image quality
ssessment that builds on the strengths of previous ap-
roaches, but which operates based on a fundamentally dif-
erent premise. We assume that the HVS performs multiple
trategies when determining quality. Numerous studies
ave shown the HVS to be a highly adaptive system, with
daptation occurring at multiple levels ranging from single
eurons25 to entire cognitive processes.26 Thus, even if a
uman observer is given a fixed, single task of judging
mage quality, it is reasonable to assume that different strat-
gies might be employed for different conditions �e.g., for
ifferent images, different image regions, and/or for differ-
nt types and amounts of distortion�. Here, we present an
mage quality assessment method that attempts to explicitly

odel two strategies employed by the HVS: 1. a detection-
ased strategy for high-quality images containing near-

(a) Original image (b) JPEG-2
DM

Fig. 1 When judging the quality of a distorted i
to rely primarily on visual detection �often using
an attempt to locate any visible differences. �a� C
Bikes distorted via JPEG-2000 compression; a
Gaussian white noise. DMOS values indicate d
database.25

Gaussian blurring JPEG-2000 compressio
(b) DMOS = 67.1(a) DMOS = 59.0

Fig. 2 When judging the quality of a distorted im
tions, one tends to rely much less on visual dete
an attempt to recognize image content in the p
image Bikes distorted via Gaussian blurring; �b
2000 compression; and �c� close-up of image Bi
values indicate differential mean opinion scores
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011006-
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threshold distortions; and 2. an appearance-based strategy
for low-quality images containing clearly suprathreshold
distortions.

The need to explicitly model these two separate strate-
gies was motivated by our own experiences when simulta-
neously judging the qualities of several distorted versions
of the same original image. We observed that when viewing
and judging the quality of each distorted image, the HVS
tends to concentrate on different aspects of the images.
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 1,27 some of the distorted
images contained just-visible �near-threshold� distortions;
these images were consequently judged to be of relatively
high quality compared to the original image. For these
higher quality images, because the distortions are not
readily visible, our visual system seems to employ a detec-
tion strategy in an attempt to locate any visible differences.
Contrast the images in Fig. 1 with those in Fig. 2. Images
shown in Fig. 2 contain clearly visible �suprathreshold� dis-
tortions and were consequently judged to be of lower qual-
ity. For these lower quality images, the distortions dominate
the overall appearance of each image, and thus visual de-
tection is less applicable. Instead, for these latter images,
quality is determined based primarily on our ability to rec-

mpression
.7

(c) White noise
DMOS = 23.5

ontaining near-threshold distortions, one tends
y-point comparisons with the original image� in
p of original image Bikes; �b� close-up of image
close-up of image Bikes distorted by additive
tial mean opinion scores from the LIVE image

White noise
(c) DMOS = 74.6

JPEG-2000 compression
(d) DMOS = 82.7

ontaining clearly visible �suprathreshold� distor-
nd much more on overall image appearance in
e of the dominating distortions. �a� Close-up of
d� close-up of image Bikes distorted via JPEG-
torted by additive Gaussian white noise. DMOS
he LIVE image database.25
000 co
OS = 17
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gnize image content. To summarize, in the high-quality
egime, the HVS attempts to look for distortions in the
resence of the image, whereas in the low-quality regime,
he HVS attempts to look for image content in the presence
f the distortions. We argue that these two fundamentally
ifferent strategies require two separate computational
odels.
We have titled our quality assessment method most ap-

arent distortion �MAD� to stress the fact that what is most
pparent to the human observer—and thus the strategy em-
loyed by the HVS—can change depending on the amount
f distortion. MAD operates by using both a detection-
ased model and an appearance-based model. For detec-
ion, we employ a simple spatial-domain model of local
isual masking, which takes into account the contrast sen-
itivity function, and luminance and contrast masking with
istortion-type-specific adjustments. Detection-based qual-
ty is then estimated based on the mean-squared error �in
he lightness domain� between the original and distorted
mages computed locally for those regions in which the
asking model deems the distortions to be visible. For ap-

earance, we employ a model that follows from the texture-
nalysis literature. The original and distorted images are
rst decomposed using a log-Gabor filter bank, and the
esulting coefficients corresponding to each spatial scale
re weighted, with greater weight assigned to coarser
cales. Appearance-based quality is then estimated based on
he absolute difference between low-level statistics �mean,
ariance, skewness, and kurtosis� measured for the
eighted coefficients of the original and distorted images.
inally, the overall quality of the distorted image is com-
uted by taking a weighted geometric mean of the
etection- and appearance-based qualities, where the
eight is determined based on the amount of distortion. For
ighly distorted images, greater weight is given to the
ppearance-based quality, whereas for images containing
ear-threshold distortions, greater weight is given to the
etection-based quality.

This work is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes
xisting methods of full-reference image quality assess-
ent. Section 3 describes the details of the MAD algo-

ithm. Section 4 provides an analysis and discussion of
AD’s performance in predicting subjective quality rat-

ngs. General conclusions and directions for further re-
earch are provided in Sec. 5.

Background
odern methods of image quality assessment can generally

e classified as follows: 1. those that operate based on
roperties of the HVS; 2. those that operate based on mea-
urements of image structure; and 3. those that operate
ased on other proxy measures of quality. In this section,
e provide a brief review of current assessment methods.

.1 Methods Based on Properties of the Human
Visual System

iven a distorted image, a human can readily rate the qual-
ty of the image relative to the original image and relative
o other distored images. Accordingly, a great deal of re-
earch in image quality assessment has focused on the use
f computational models of the human visual
ystem.2–17,28–32
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011006-
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Most HVS-based assessment methods transform the
original and distorted images into a “perceptual representa-
tion” inspired by both psychophysical and neurophysiologi-
cal studies of low-level vision.26,33 The images are typically
processed through a set of spatial filters to obtain oriented,
spatial-frequency decompositions of the images designed to
mimic the decomposition performed in the primary visual
cortex. The coefficients of the resulting subbands are then
adjusted to take into account variations in visual sensitivity
to spatial frequency �contrast sensitivity�, and both lumi-
nance masking and contrast masking. Finally, the quality of
the distorted image is determined based on the extent to
which the adjusted subband coefficients of the original im-
age differ from the adjusted subband coefficients of the
distorted image. Typically, this final stage is performed by
computing point-wise absolute differences between the
original and distorted subbands, and then collapsing these
differences via an Lp norm �see, e.g., Refs. 5, 6, and 34�.

In general, methods of this type perform best as image
difference metrics—i.e., they have been designed to deter-
mine if changes are visible and accordingly operate best
when the distorted images contain artifacts near the thresh-
old of detection. Researchers have previously argued that
the underlying visual models need to be extended to take
into account higher level properties of human vision.30,35,36

Unfortunately, although current understanding of low-level
�near-threshold� vision is quite mature from a modeling
perspective, much less is known about how the HVS oper-
ates when the distortions are in the suprathreshold regime
in which higher levels of vision are invoked.33 Nonetheless,
recent HVS-based methods have begun to model higher
levels of vision.11,18–20 For example, in Ref. 18 contrast
sensitivity and luminance, and contrast masking are aug-
mented by models of suprathreshold contrast perception. In
Ref. 20, a wavelet-based model of low-level vision is com-
bined with a model of how the HVS adaptively integrates
different spatial frequencies depending on the amount of
degradation.

2.2 Methods Based on Image Structure
A recent thrust in image quality assessment has focused on
measuring degradations in image structure as a proxy for
measuring image quality.19,21,23,37 The central assumption in
this approach is that the HVS has evolved to extract struc-
ture from the natural environment. Consequently, a higher
quality image is one whose structure closely matches that
of the original image, whereas a lower quality image ex-
hibits less structural similarity to the original.

Although a precise definition of “image structure” re-
mains an open question, methods of this type have been
shown to correlate highly with subjective ratings of quality.
In Refs. 21 and 37, Wang et al. measure structure based on
a spatially localized measure of correlation in pixel values
�structural similarity �SSIM��21 and in wavelet coefficients
�MS-SSIM37�. In Ref. 23, Zhai et al. measure structure
based on wavelet magnitudes across scales �multiscale edge
presentation�. In Ref. 19, Carnec, Callet, and Barba com-
bine low-level HVS properties with a measure of structural
information, obtained via a stick-growing algorithm and es-
timates of visual fixation points. In Ref. 38, Yang, Gao, and
Pa propose a modified version of MS-SSIM that operates
by using the 9 /7 wavelet filters. In Ref. 39, Zhang and Mou
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)3
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ombine PSNR with a measure of structure based on dif-
erences in wavelet modulus maxima corresponding to low-
nd high-frequency bands. Structural approaches to quality
ssessment have also been applied to video40,41 and wire-
ess applications.42

.3 Methods Based on Other Measures

ther measures of image quality have been proposed that
perate based on statistical and/or information-theoretic
easures. For example, In Ref. 43, Sheikh and Bovik quan-

ify image quality based on natural-scene statistics. VIF op-
rates under the premise that the HVS has evolved based on
he statistical properties of the natural environment. Ac-
ordingly, the quality of the distorted image can be quanti-
ed based on the amount of information it provides about

he original. VIF models images as realizations of a mixture
f marginal Gaussian densities of wavelet subbands, and
uality is then determined based on the mutual information
etween the subband coefficients of the original and dis-
orted images.

In Ref. 44, Liu and Yang apply supervised learning to
erive a measure of image quality based on decision fusion.

training set of images and subjective ratings is used to
etermine an optimal linear combination of four methods of
uality assessment: PSNR, SSIM, VIF, and VSNR. The
earning is performed via canonical correlation analysis and
mages/subjective ratings from the Laboratory for Image
nd Video Engineering �LIVE� image database25 �Univer-
ity of Texas at Austin� and the A57 image database.20 The
uthors demonstrate that the resulting approach is competi-
ive with VIF.

In Ref. 24, Shnayderman, Gusev, and Eskicioglu mea-
ure image quality based on a singular value decomposition
SVD�. The Euclidean distance is measured between the
ingular values of an original image block and the singular
alues of the corresponding distorted image block; the col-
ection of block-wise distances constitues a local distortion

ap. An overall scalar value of image quality is computed
s the average absolute difference between each block’s
istance and the median distance over all blocks. Shnayder-
an, Gusev, and Eskicioglu report that their SVD-based
ethod performs better than SSIM on a suite of test im-

ges.

.4 Summary of Existing Methods

ethods that operate based only on the energy of the dis-
ortions, such as MSE and PSNR, are attractive due to their

athematical simplicity. However, these methods have also
een shown to be relatively poor predictors of visual
uality,45 particularly when comparing images containing
ifferent types of distortions. Methods that take into ac-
ount properties of the human visual system have demon-
trated great success at predicting quality for images con-
aining near-threshold distortions. However, these methods
enerally perform less well for highly distorted images con-
aining suprathreshold distortions unless properties of su-
rathreshold vision are also taken into account �e.g., Refs.
9 and 20�. In contrast, methods based on structural and/or
tatistical principles have demonstrated success for images
ontaining suprathreshold distortions. However, because
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011006-
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these methods lack explicit models of early vision, they
generally perform less well on higher quality images con-
taining near-threshold distortions.

In the following section, we describe our approach to
image quality assessment, MAD, which builds on the
strengths of these existing approaches, but which operates
based on the conjecture that the HVS performs multiple
strategies when determining quality. We demonstrate that
by explicitly modeling two separate strategies �visual de-
tection and visual appearance�, and by adaptively combin-
ing the outputs of these models based on an estimate of
perceived distortion, improved predictions of visual quality
can be realized.

3 Algorithm

This section describes the details of the MAD algorithm.
First, we describe a method for quantifying perceived dis-
tortion in images containing near-threshold distortions
�relatively high-quality images�; this first method is used to
model visual detection. Next, we describe a method for
quantifying perceived distortion in images containing su-
prathreshold distortion �relatively low-quality images�; this
latter method is used to model image appearance. Finally,
we describe a technique used to combine the two perceived
distortions into a single estimate of overall perceived dis-
tortion.

3.1 Detection-Based Strategy for High-Quality
Images

When viewing a high-quality image, we argue that the HVS
attempts to look for distortions in the presence of the im-
age. To approximate this visual detection strategy, we com-
bine a spatial-domain model of local masking with local
mean-squared error measured in the perceived luminance
�lightness� domain. An overview of this process is provided
in Fig. 3.

As shown in Fig. 3, low-level psychophysical properties
such as the spatial contrast sensitivity function, the nonlin-
ear perception of luminance, and luminance and contrast
masking are used to compute a map denoting the locations
of visible distortions. Next, this visibility map is used to
compute a visibility-weighted local MSE map. Finally, the
perceived distortion is estimated by collapsing the
visibility-weighted local MSE map �via the L2 norm� into a
single scalar value.

3.1.1 Step 1: compute locations at which the
distortions are visible

Let Iorg denote an n-bit original digital image, and let Idst
denote a distorted version of the original image, both with
digital pixel values in the range �0,2n−1� �e.g., �0−255�
for 8-bit images�. Both images are of size M �N pixels.

Perceived luminance. To account for the nonlinear rela-
tionship between digital pixel values and physical lumi-
nances of typical display media, the pixels of the original
and distorted images are first converted to luminance im-
ages �in units of cd /m2� via
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)4
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= �b + kI��, �1�

here L denotes the luminance image, and where the pa-
ameters b, k, and � are constants specific to the device on
hich the images are to be displayed. For 8-bit pixel values

nd an sRGB display,46 the values for these parameters are
iven by b=0, k=0.02874, and �=2.2. Equation �1� is ap-
lied to both Iorg and Idst to yield Lorg and Ldst, respectively.

Next, we take into account the nonlinear HVS response
o luminance by converting luminances into perceived lu-

inances �relative lightness� via

ˆ = �3 L , �2�

here L̂ denotes the relative lightness and is a rough ap-
roximation of L* used in the CIELAB color space. �A
ube root is also employed in the computation of the light-

LMSE, D

Perceived
Luminance/
Contrast
Conversion

Distorted Image, Idst
Conv. To L
CSF filte

Visibility �

R

Local Squared
Error

Sub
Ima

Visibility/
Error
Maps

Visible Distortions Map
=� x D

Fig. 3 Evolution of original and distorted image
Cerr plotted versus Corg in log space and the c
visibility.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011006-
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ness used in the CIELAB color space. However, Eq. �2�
lacks the low-luminance nonlinearity and the normalization
by the white point commonly used in CIELAB. We account
for low-luminance conditions later in Eq. �5�. If the white
point of the display is known, the lightness used in
CIELAB could potentially replace Eq. �2� and the threshold
in Eq. �5�.� Equation �2� is used for both Lorg and Ldst to

yield the perceived-luminance images L̂org and L̂dst, respec-

tively. The error image is then defined as L̂err= L̂org− L̂dst.

Contrast sensitivity function. We account for variations
in �near-threshold� sensitivity to spatial frequency by using
a model of the contrast sensitivity function �CSF� originally
described by Mannos and Sakrison2 with adjustments
specified by Daly47 �see also Refs. 18 and 48�. This CSF,
H�f ,��, is given by

Compare
Local
RMS

Contrasts

ln(Corg)

Conv. To L and
CSF filter

Original Image, Iorg

Modified RMS
contrast

Corg

Not
Visible

rast

Cerr

Visible

ln
(C

er
r)

2-Norm ddetect

s during the calculation of ddetect. Also shown is
nding detection thresholds used to determine
�f ,�� = �2.6�0.0192 + �f��exp�− ��f��1.1� , if f � fpeak c/deg

0.981 otherwise
� . �3�
ere, f denotes the radial spatial frequency in cycles per
egree of visual angle �c/deg�, �� �−� ,�� denotes the ori-
ntation, and f�= f / �0.15 cos�4��+0.85� accounts for the
oblique effect �see Appendix A in Sec. 6�.
The CSF is applied by filtering both the original image

and the error image, where the filtering is performed in the
and
r

MS cont

tract L
ges

Cactu
orrespo
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requency domain via I�=F−1�H̆�u ,v��F�L̂��, where F� · �
nd F−1� · � denote the DFT and inverse DFT, respectively.

he quantity H̆�u ,v� denotes a DFT-based version of
�f ,��, where u ,v are the DFT indices �see Appendix A in
ec. 6�. At this point, Iorg� and Ierr� represent the original and
rror images with values that are linearly proportional to
oth perceived luminance and perceived contrast. Ierr� can
e considered to be the distortions in the image that the
VS could detect if the distortions were viewed against a
niform background �i.e., no masking� rather than being
iewed against the image.

ontrast masking. To account for the fact that the pres-
nce of an image can reduce the detectability of distortions,
e employ a simple spatial-domain measure of contrast
asking. First, a local contrast map is computed for the

riginal image by dividing Iorg� into 16�16 blocks �with
5% overlap between neighboring blocks�, and then mea-
uring the rms contrast of each block, where rms contrast is
easured in the lightness domain. The rms contrast of

lock p of Iorg� is computed via

org�p� = �̃org�p�/�org�p� , �4�

here �org�p� denotes the mean of block p of Iorg� , and
here �̃ �p� denotes the minimum of the standard devia-
org

ournal of Electronic Imaging 011006-
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tions of the four subblocks of p �see Appendix A in Sec. 6�.
Whereas Corg�p� is a measure of the local rms contrast in

the original image �and thus a measure of the relative mask-
ing capability of each region�, Corg�p� is independent of the
distortions. Accordingly, we next compute a local contrast
map for the error image to account for the spatial distribu-
tion of the distortions in the distorted image. Ierr� is divided
into 16�16 blocks �with 75% overlap between blocks�,
and then the rms contrast Cerr�p� for each block p is com-
puted via

Cerr�p� = ��err�p�/�org�p� , if �org�p� 	 0.5

0, otherwise
,� �5�

where �err�p� denotes the standard deviation of block p of
Ierr� . Here, we employ a lightness threshold of 0.5 to account
for the fact that the HVS is relatively insensitive to changes
in extremely dark regions.

Finally, we use the two local contrast maps �Corg�p�	 and
�Cerr�p�	 to compute a local distortion visibility map �
�p�	
via
�p� = 
ln Cerr�p� − ln Corg�p� , if ln Cerr�p� 	 ln Corg�p� 	 �

ln Cerr�p� − � , if ln Cerr�p� 	 � � ln Corg�p�
0, otherwise

� . �6�
ffectively, 
�p� reflects the amount by which the �log�
ontrast of the error exceeds the �log� contrast of the origi-
al image, if both contrasts are above the threshold ��=
5�. Appendix A in Sec. 6 provides further details of the

ogic behind Eq. �6�.

.1.2 Step 2: combine the visibility map with local
errors

fter the map of visible locations is created, we use
isibility-weighted local MSE measured in the lightness
omain to determine perceived distortion. We define the
erceived distortion due to visual detection ddetect as

detect = � 1

P
�

p

�
�p� � D�p��2�1/2
, �7�

here the summation is over all blocks and P is the total
umber of blocks. The quantity D�p� is the local MSE com-
uted for each 16�16 block p via
D�p� =
1

162 �
i,j�Np

Ierr� �i, j�2, �8�

where Np is the set of pixels inside block p.
Equation �7� collapses the visibility-weighted local MSE

into a single value using the L2 norm, which is a reasonable
approximation of visual summation of distortion in natural
images.49 A value of ddetect=0 indicates that the distortions
in the distorted image are not visible. Increasing values of
ddetect denote increasing perceived distortion and thus de-
creasing visual quality. However, it is important to note that
ddetect is not designed to be used in the low-quality regime
in which all blocks contain suprathreshold distortion. As
discussed in the following section, in the low-quality re-
gime, a different strategy is required.

Figure 4 shows an example of the maps involved in
computing ddetect for an image distorted via JPEG compres-
sion. The original and distorted images are shown in Figs.
4�a� and 4�b�, respectively. Notice that the only visible dis-
tortions occur in the form of blocking in the background
and ringing around the tree’s branches. The swarm of
worms and the interior of the tree mask the distortion.
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)6
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Figures 4�c�–4�e� show the computed visibility map, lo-
al MSE map, and visibility-weighted local MSE map

�p��D�p�	, respectively. Notice from Fig. 4�c� that the
isibility map does well at capturing the visible artifacts.
otice from Fig. 4�d� that because local MSE does not take

nto account masking, the local MSE map indicates that the
reatest distortions occur in the areas of greatest energy
worms, tree�, whereas the distortions in these regions are
asked. Finally, notice from Fig. 4�e� that the visibility-
eighted local MSE map performs well at indicating both

he locations and perceived intensities of the visible distor-
ions. In particular, this latter map captures both the block-
ng in the background and the ringing around the branches.

Although the spatial-domain model of masking em-
loyed here is certainly not a proper model of how masking
s effected in the HVS, it provides a reasonable tradeoff
etween accuracy and computational efficiency. In particu-
ar, standard deviation can be approximated efficiently us-
ng a fast, separable convolution. Furthermore, although

SE on its own is not always a veridical indicator of per-
eived distortion, when MSE is computed locally and com-
ined with a visibility map, it can perform well in the high-
uality regime. In Sec. 4.5, we demonstrate that, despite its
implicity, this model is quite effective at predicting the

(a)

(c)

Fig. 4 Perceived distortion in the high-quality re
an original image �a�, and a distorted image �b�
computed �c�, which is then multiplied by loc
resulting visibility-weighted local MSE �e� is us
distortions occur in the form of blocking in the b
the worms and the interior of the tree mask t
account masking, the local MSE map in �d� indic
greatest energy. However, by augmenting local M
weighted local MSE map �e� accurately reflects
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011006-

Downloaded from SPIE Digital Library on 22 Feb 2010 to 
perceived distortion of images in the high-quality regime
�i.e., for images in which visual detection is the predomi-
nant HVS strategy�.

3.2 Appearance-Based Strategy for Low-Quality
Images

In the low-quality regime, we argue that visual masking is
of lesser importance to our perception of quality; rather,
when the distortions are highly suprathreshold, perceived
distortion is better modeled by quantifying the extent to
which the distortions degrade the appearance of the image’s
subject matter. Thus, the HVS switches from a strategy of
detecting distortions in the high-quality regime to a strategy
of judging image appearance in the low-quality regime.

To model this appearance-based strategy, we employ a
method based on local statistics of multiscale log-Gabor
filter responses. Models of this type have long been used by
the image-processing and computer vision communities to
capture the appearance of textures �for example, see Ref.
50�. Furthermore, previous researchers have shown that
simple cells in the primary visual cortex are well-modeled
using log-Gabors,51,52 and that for textures, changes in the
statistics of log-Gabor filter responses are more visually
apparent than changes in pixel statistics.53

(b)

(e)

is determined based largely on masking. Given
p denoting the locations of visible distortions is

measured in the lightness domain �d�. The
etermine ddetect. In this image, the only visible
und and ringing around the branches, whereas
rrors. Because local MSE does not take into
at the greatest distortions occur in the areas of

ith the distortion visibility map, the final visibility-
cations and amounts of visible distortions.
(d)

gime
, a ma
al MSE
ed to d
ackgro
hese e
ates th
SE w
the lo
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Figure 5 shows an overview of our appearance-based
trategy. The decomposition of a distorted image and the
ubband statistical maps are shown. It is important to note
hat for this analysis, we deliberately avoid the use of
tages designed to model low-level visual detection �CSF
nd masking�. These aspects are captured separately by
detect as described in the previous section. Instead, the
ethod presented here relies solely on changes in log-
abor statistics in an attempt to capture changes in visual

ppearance.

.2.1 Step 1: apply a log-Gabor decomposition
he original and distorted images are first decomposed into
set of subbands using a log-Gabor filter bank. The filter-

ng used to obtain the subbands is performed in the fre-
uency domain by computing the inverse DFT of the prod-
ct of the image’s DFT with the following 2-D frequency
esponse:

s,o�r,�� = exp−
�log r/rs�2

2�log �s/rs�2� � exp−
�� − �o�2

2�o
2 � , �9�

here Gs,o is the filter denoted by spatial scale index s and
rientation index o. The parameter r= ���u /M /2�2

�u /N /2�2� is the normalized radial frequency and �
arctan�v /u� is the orientation. The parameter rs denotes

he normalized center frequency of the scale, and �s /rs de-
ermines the bandwidth. The parameter �o is the center
rientation of the filter and �o is the angular spread. Be-
ause the log-Gabor filters have been shown to approximate
ortical responses in the primary visual cortex,52 the param-
ters rs, �s, �o, and �o can be selected to match corre-
ponding estimates obtained from the mammalian visual
ystem �see Appendix B in Sec. 7�.

The log-Gabor decomposition is performed for both the
riginal image and the distorted image via multiplication in
he frequency domain. Let �ćs,o	 denote the set of log-Gabor
ubbands computed for either the original or distorted im-
ge, where each subband ćs,o�RM�N is the same size as
he images. The log-Gabor decomposition is computed us-

(*Original image’s decomposition not shown)

Block-
Based
Subband
Statistics

Multiple
Scale/Orient.

Gabor
Subbands

……Orient. 1, c’s,o Orient. 4, c’s,o

Skew. �Var. � Kurt. � Skew. �Var. � Kurt. �

Difference
from

Original*

5 Scales

Distorted Image I’dst

4 Orientations

Statistical
Difference
Map, �

2-Norm dappear

ig. 5 Evolution of distorted image Caps during the calculation of
appear. The decomposition of the original image is not shown but

ollows an identical process.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011006-
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ing five scales s=1, . . . ,5, and four orientations o
=1, . . . ,4, thus yielding 20 subbands per image. This de-
composition is applied to both the original image Iorg and
the distorted image Idst to yield the sets of subbands �ćs,o

org	
and �ćs,o

dst	, respectively.

3.2.2 Step 2: compare subband statistics

After computing �ćs,o
org	 and �ćs,o

dst	, the local subband statis-
tics of the original image are compared with the corre-
sponding local subband statistics of the distorted image to
define a local statistical difference map ���p�	. Specifically,
for each 16�16 block �with 75% overlap between blocks�,
the difference in standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis
of the block’s corresponding subband coefficients is com-
puted via

��p� = �
s=1

5

�
o=1

4

ws���s,o
org�p� − �s,o

dst�p�� + 2�s,o
org�p� − s,o

dst�p��

+ ��s,o
org�p� − �s,o

dst�p��� , �10�

where �s,o�p�, s,o�p�, and �s,o�p� denote, respectively, the
standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis of the 16�16
subband coefficients corresponding to scale s and orienta-
tion o, and corresponding in location to block p. The scale-
specific weights ws=0.5, 0.75, 1, 5, and 6 �for the finest to
coarsest scales, respectively� are used to account for the
HVS’s preference for coarse scales over fine scales. Appen-
dix B in Sec. 7 provides additional details regarding Eq.
�10�.

The final scalar value of perceived distortion in the low-
quality regime is given by

dappear =  1

P
�

p

��p�2�1/2
, �11�

where the summation is over all blocks and P is the total
number of blocks. A value of dappear=0 denotes no per-
ceived distortion, and increasing values of dappear denote
increasing perceived distortion and thus decreasing visual
quality.

Figure 6 shows the resulting statistical difference map
���p�	 used in computing dappear for an image Caps from
the LIVE image database distorted via JPEG compression.
The original and distorted images are shown in Figs. 6�a�
and 6�b�, respectively. Notice that the most disturbing arti-
facts manifest as differences in the appearances of the sky
and the shadows of the caps. As shown in Fig. 6�c�, the
statistical difference map succeeds at capturing these
changes in visual appearance. It is important to note that we
are not saying the HVS performs statistical comparisons,
but that these statistics can serve to approximate what the
HVS defines as appearance.

3.3 Adaptively Combining the Two Strategies
The previous sections presented two measures of perceived
distortion: ddetect designed for high-quality images contain-
ing near-threshold distortions, and dappear designed for low-
quality images containing clearly suprathreshold distor-
tions. In this section, we describe how these two measures
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)8
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re combined to yield an overall measure of perceived dis-
ortion, applicable for all images, based on how apparently
istorted the image appears.

High-quality images should obtain their rating mostly
rom ddetect and low-quality images from dappear. We hypoth-
size that in the transition between high- and low-quality
ssessment, the HVS uses a mixture of strategies. This hy-
othesis makes sense for images in which some regions
ay appear to be of high quality, while other regions may

ontain clearly suprathreshold distortions. Images com-
ressed with JPEG and JPEG-2000, for example, fall into
his category. Figure 7 shows an example. In comparison to
he original image shown in Fig. 7�a�, the distorted image
hown in Fig. 7�b� contains a mixture of what one would
onsider high-quality and low-quality regions. The left
idewall of the bridge and the mountain in the background
xhibit statistical appearance changes �severe blurring�,
hile the high-contrast trees and brighter areas of the sky

argely mask the distortions. In addition, the middle slats of
he bridge look somewhat normal, whereas the more distant
lats appear clearly degraded.

To capture the interacting strategies, we propose using a
eighted geometric mean of ddetect and dappear, given by

AD = �ddetect���dappear�1−�, �12�

here MAD� �0,�� denotes the overall perceived distor-
ion. The weight �� �0,1� is chosen based on the �pre-
icted� overall level of distortion. For low levels of distor-
ion, MAD should obtain its value mostly from ddetect �i.e.,

should approach a value of 1�. For high levels of distor-
ion, MAD should obtain its value mostly from dappear ��
hould approach a value of 0�.

Although the optimal technique of selecting � remains
n area of future research, we have found that selecting �
ased on ddetect can yield good performance. Here, � is
omputed via

=
1

1 + �1�ddetect��2
, �13�

here �1 and �2 are free parameters. For the A57
atabase,54 the optimal values for these parameters are �1
0.467 and � =0.130.

(a)

Fig. 6 Perceived distortion in the low-quality re
appearance of the image’s subject matter. Give
map of local changes in log-Gabor filter-respon
map is used to determine dappear. Note that th
scales, so distortions are not completely localiz
2

ournal of Electronic Imaging 011006-
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3.4 Summary of Most Apparent Distortion
To summarize, given an original image Iorg, and a distorted
version of the original Idst, MAD uses several stages to
arrive at a final prediction of perceived distortion. Each
stage is summarized next and shown in Figs. 3 and 5.

Calculate detection model ddetect
Stage 1: Compute locations of visible distortions.

1. Convert Iorg and Idst to perceived luminance L̂org,

L̂dst.

2. Compute errors L̂err= L̂org− L̂dst.
3. Apply the CSF via Eq. �3� to get Iorg� and Ierr� .
4. Compute the rms contrast images Corg and Cerr

via Eqs. �4� and �5�.
5. Use log rms contrast differences to determine the

visibility map via Eq. �6�.
Stage 2: Combine visibility with local error image.

1. Compute the local MSE map via Eq. �8�.
2. Combine the visibility map and local MSE map

via pixel-by-pixel multiplication.
3. Collapse into a single quantity ddetect via Eq. �7�.

Calculate appearance model dappear
Stage 3: Decompose Iorg and Idst into log-Gabor sub-

bands.
1. Compute each subband ćs,o at scale index s and

orientation index o for the original image and distorted im-
age.

(c)

s determined based largely on changes in the
riginal image �a�, and a distorted image �b�, a

istics is computed �c�. This statistical difference
ence map is based on statistics from multiple

(a) (b)

Fig. 7 Image containing regions of both high quality �trees and
nearer slats of the bridge� and low quality �the sidewall and distant
slats of the bridge, and the mountain in the background�. �a� Original
image Bridge. �b� Distorted version of Bridge containing JPEG-2000
compression artifacts with both high-quality and low-quality regions.
(b)

gime i
n an o

se stat
e differ
ed.
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Stage 4: Calculate second-, third-, and fourth-order
tatistics of each subband.

1. Compute local standard deviation �s,o, local
kewness 
s,o, and local kurtosis �s,o, for each subband of
he original and distorted images.

2. Take weighted sum via Eq. �10� to get the aggre-
ate statistical difference map.

3. Collapse into a single quantity dappear via Eq.
11�.

Calculate adaptation
Stage 5: Calculate adaptive blending by using ddetect.

1. Compute blending parameter � via Eq. �13�.
2. Calculate final prediction via geometric mean of

he detection and appearance model outputs, MAD
�ddetect���dappear�1−�.

In the following section, we analyze MAD’s ability to
redict subjective ratings of image quality. We show that
sing the detection and appearance models from before
daptively can be a powerful tool for assessing the relative
uality of a distorted image.

Results
n this section, the performance of MAD is analyzed in
erms of its ability to predict subjective ratings of image
uality. To assess its predictive performance, MAD was
pplied to four databases of subjective image quality: 1. the
ID database,55 2. the LIVE database,56 3. the Toyama
atabase,57 and 4. a new database of subjective quality re-
eased by the authors entitled the Categorical Subjective
mage Quality �CSIQ� database.58,59

The TID database is a collaborative European effort. The
atabase contains 25 original images, 68 distorted versions
f each original image, and subjective ratings for pair-wise
mage comparisons from 654 different observers from three
ifferent countries. TID contains 17 different types of dis-
ortions and four different levels of distortion intensity for
ach original image. This results in 1700 total images in the
atabase. We refer the reader to Ref. 55 for a discussion of
he selected distortion types. The overall ratings of TID are
resented as mean opinion scores �MOS�.

It is of note that the TID database was collected in an
ncontrolled manner. Lighting conditions, screen size,
onitor type, and color gamma varied between trials. How-

ver, the pair-wise comparison task is considerably easier
or subjects, and has inherently less variation for images
ith highly apparent distortions. But, the quality ratings of
ear-threshold distortions on TID should be taken with a
egree of skepticism. Variations in monitors and viewing
istances can drastically change the visibility of near-
hreshold distortions. Even so, TID reports that the varia-
ions between observers is smaller than any other database
o date. In this respect, TID shows an affinity to capturing
ow a quality assessment algorithm would perform in a
eal-world deployment, where variations between monitors
nd viewing distances are impossible to control.

The LIVE database contains 29 original images, 26 to
9 distorted versions of each original image, and subjective
atings of quality for each distorted image �differential
ean opinion scores �DMOS� values�. The distortions used

n LIVE are: Gaussian blurring, additive white noise, JPEG
ompression, JPEG-2000 compression, and simulated data
acket loss of transmitted JPEG-2000-compressed images.
IVE contains a total of 779 distorted images.
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011006-1
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The Toyama database from Japan contains 14 original
images and 168 distorted versions of the originals. The sub-
jective scores were collected using a calibrated CRT moni-
tor in fixed viewing conditions. The database contains two
types of distortions, JPEG and JPEG-2000 compressed im-
ages. The subjective ratings were collected using a single
stimulus absolute scaling. The overall ratings of Toyama
are presented in the form of MOS.

The CSIQ database is a new database released by the
authors. It consists of 30 original images distorted using six
different types of distortions at four to five different levels
of distortion. The distortions used in CSIQ are: JPEG com-
pression, JPEG-2000 compression, global contrast decre-
ments, additive pink Gaussian noise, additive white Gauss-
ian noise, and Gaussian blurring. This results in 866
distorted versions of the original images. CSIQ images are
subjectively rated based on a linear displacement of the
images across four calibrated LCD monitors placed side by
side with equal viewing distance to the observer. All of the
distorted versions of an original image were viewed simul-
taneously on the monitor array and placed in relation to one
another according to overall quality. Across image ratings
are realigned according to a separate, but identical, experi-
ment in which observers place subsets of all the images
linearly in space. The database contains 5000 subjective
ratings from 25 different observers, and ratings are reported
in the form of DMOS.

4.1 Performance Measures
Before evaluating the performance of a particular quality
assessment method on a particular database, it is customary
to apply a logistic transform to the predicted ratings to
bring the predictions on the same scale as the DMOS/MOS
values, and to attempt to obtain a linear relationship be-
tween the predictions and opinion scores. The logistic
transform recommended by the Video Quality Experts
Group60 is a four-parameter sigmoid given by

f�x� =
�1 − �2

1 + exp
x − �3

�4

+ �2. �14�

The parameters �1, �2, �3, and �4 are chosen to minimize the
MSE between the predicted values and the opinion scores.
The logistic transform is monotonic and was chosen mainly
for its ability to facilitate the use of various performance
measures.

The most common measures of predictive performance
are the Pearson correlation coefficient �CC� and Spearman
rank-order correlation coefficient �SROCC�. CC and
SROCC are measures of how well an algorithm’s predic-
tions correlate with the raw opinion scores, and how well
an algorithm predicts the relative ordering of the distorted
images, respectively.

There are also two measures of performance more spe-
cific to image quality prediction: the outlier ratio61 Rout and
the outlier distance dout. These two measures attempt to
account for the inherent variation in human subjective rat-
ings of quality. For instance, if the perceived rating of a
particular image has large variation between observers,
then the average rating is not necessarily a good indication
of what should be predicted. Instead, some leeway should
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)0
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e given around the opinion scores associated with the vari-
bility of observers. This variability is normally quantified
sing the standard deviation of all subjective ratings for a
articular image �subj. With this in mind, the outlier ratio is
efined as61

out =
Nfalse

Ntotal
, �15�

here Nfalse is the number of predictions outside two stan-
ard deviations 2�subj of the DMOS or MOS, and Ntotal is
he total number of predicted ratings. The range of 2�subj
as chosen because it contains 95% of all the subjective
uality scores for a given image.

In addition to knowing if a predicted rating is an outlier,
t is also informative to know how far outside of the error
ars ��2�subj� the outlier falls. To quantify this, we pro-
ose a new measure, termed the outlier distance, which is
he distance from an outlier to the closest error bar. The
utlier distance d is defined as

Table 1 Performances of MAD and other qua
LIVE, Toyama, and CSIQ databases. The best
the same as the best performer for the particula

PSNR SSIM M

CC TID 0.5355 0.6520

LIVE 0.8707 0.9378

Toyama 0.6353 0.7970

CSIQ 0.7998 0.8149

Average 0.7103 0.8004

SROCC TID 0.5245 0.6448

LIVE 0.8763 0.9473

Toyama 0.6126 0.7864

CSIQ 0.8056 0.8367

Average 0.7048 0.8038

OR LIVE 68.16% 59.18%

Toyama 22.02% 14.29%

CSIQ 34.30% 33.49%

Average 41.49% 35.65%

OD LIVE 4943.3 2814.1

Toyama 12.9526 6.6174

CSIQ 3178.0 2896.2
out

ournal of Electronic Imaging 011006-1
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dout = �
x�Xfalse

min�f�x� − �OS�x� + 2�subj�x���, �f�x�

− �OS�x� − 2�subj�x��� , �16�

where OS�x� is the DMOS or MOS rating of image x, f�x�
is the predicted DMOS/MOS rating as defined in Eq. �14�,
and Xfalse is the set of all predicted ratings outside 2�subj.
Note that because dout is a sum of the MOS or DMOS, it is
dependent on the dynamic range of the database, and there-
fore cannot be used to compare across databases, only
within.

For comparison, we selected several image quality as-
sessment algorithms for which code is readily available. We
compare SSIM,21 MS-SSIM,62 NQM,18 VSNR,54 and VIF43

to the performance of MAD. All of the algorithms use gray-
scale versions of the original and distorted images. To
ready the images for comparison, they were first converted
to grayscale according to I=0.2989�R+0.5870�G
+0.1140�B, where R, G, and B are the red, green, and
blue color components of the image. Additionally, each al-
gorithm has slightly different settings associated with its
implementation. The default implementation provided in

essment algorithms on images from the TID,
ances are bolded. Italic entries are statistically

base.

M NQM VSN VIF MAD

0.6103 0.6820 0.8055 0.8306

0.9096 0.9233 0.9595 0.9683

0.8917 0.8708 0.9136 0.8951

0.7418 0.8002 0.9252 0.9502

0.7883 0.8191 0.9009 0.9110

0.6243 0.7046 0.7496 0.8340

0.9051 0.9278 0.9633 0.9675

0.8886 0.8610 0.9080 0.8908

0.7401 0.8105 0.9192 0.9466

0.7895 0.8260 0.8850 0.9097

63.80% 58.79% 54.56% 41.46%

6.55% 9.52% 5.36% 7.14%

37.30% 31.06% 22.63% 18.01%

35.88% 33.13% 27.52% 22.21%

3616.8 3246.8 1890.4 1369.8

1.6174 3.6299 1.3249 1.7753

4351.9 3325.3 1218.2 626.2
lity ass
perform
r data

S-SSI

0.8390

0.9330

0.8924

0.8972

0.8904

0.8528

0.9437

0.8864

0.9137

0.8992

61.87%

8.33%

24.48%

31.56%

2960.0

1.8967

1528.4
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)1
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ef. 63 was chosen for each quality assessment algorithm,
hich is based on the settings suggested by the authors of

he individual algorithms. Settings were held constant
cross databases.

MAD is implemented assuming a maximum spatial fre-
uency of 16 c /deg. As previously mentioned, we assume
=0, k=0.02874, and �=2.2 in Eq. �1�.

.2 Overall Performance
able 1 shows the performance of MAD and other quality
ssessment algorithms on the entire set of images from the
ID, LIVE, Toyama, and CSIQ databases using CC,
ROCC, Rout, and dout. Rout and dout are not calculated on
ID, as the standard deviations between subjects have not
et been released for the database. Also shown in Table 1 is
he average performance across databases for CC, SROCC,
nd Rout. Bold entries denote the algorithm with the abso-
ute best performance measure in each database. Italicized
ntries denote algorithm�s� that are statistically the same as
he best-performing algorithm based on an F-test. Notice
hat MAD is either the best performer in each category or
as the same statistical performance as the best-performing
lgorithm. It also has the best average performance across
atabases.

For images from the TID database, MAD is tied for the
est-performing algorithm. MS-SSIM is the best-
erforming algorithm �followed closely by MAD, which
as the same performance statistically�. VIF has a compara-
ively high linear CC, but this correlation drops consider-
bly when the images are rank ordered.

For images from the LIVE image database, MAD dem-
nstrates the best predictive performance over all algo-
ithms with respect to all four performance measures �CC,
OCC, Rout, and dout�. In particular, MAD demonstrates
onsiderably lower Rout and dout on LIVE than any of the
ther algorithms.

The Toyama database shows the least selectivity. The
est statistical performing algorithms are MAD, MS-SSIM,
QM, and VIF. MAD has the second highest CC and
ROCC. VIF shows the best performance, closely followed
y NQM, MAD, and MS-SSIM. The limited number of
mages in the Toyama database makes it difficult to make a
tatistically significant comparison.

The results on CSIQ are similar to those on LIVE, with
AD demonstrating the best performance in all categories.

n fact, MAD vastly outperforms the other algorithms on
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Fig. 8 The overall logistically transformed fits f
databases. The average �subj is 0.70, 15.8, 0.
databases have differing dynamic ranges for M
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CSIQ. For instance, dout for MAD is twice as low as the
next best-performing algorithm. We attribute this to the
even clustering of near- and suprathreshold distortions
present in CSIQ. For instance, 1% of the images are sub-
jectively rated within 1.8% of perfect quality, and 14% of
the images are rated within 5% of perfect quality. Algo-
rithms must be highly selective in regards to near-threshold
distortions to perform well on CSIQ. MAD achieves this.

Scatterplots of DMOS versus MAD can be seen in Fig. 8
for Toyama, LIVE, TID, and CSIQ. For TID, notice that the
residuals appear to be heteroscedastic �non-Gaussian re-
siduals�, indicating that linear CC should not be the primary
means of comparison. In that respect, the considerably
higher linear CC achieved by an algorithm could, in part,
be attributed to the homoscedasticity of its residuals. To
further this comparison, we compute a goodness of fit mea-
sure for Gaussianity. This is included in the next discussion
on statistical significance.

Figure 8 also shows a fair number of outliers on the
LIVE database and some at high quality on TID. These
outliers arise largely from nonuniform distortions in the
databases �e.g., packet loss�. MAD consistently predicts
that these images are of lower quality than subjectively
rated. For uniform distortion, this is largely a nonissue.
This issue is further explored in Sec. 4.4.

In summary, MAD is the best-performing algorithm or
tied for best-performing algorithm on each individual data-
base. When MAD is the tied for best-performing algorithm
�i.e., on Toyama or TID�, it is statistically the same as the
best performer. When MAD is the best performer �i.e., on
LIVE or CSIQ�, all other algorithms have statistically
worse performance. When looking at overall performance
across databases, MAD has the best average performance.

4.3 Statistical Significance
To establish statistical significance, we compare each algo-
rithm’s residuals �errors in predictions�. If the residuals are
sufficiently Gaussian, an F-test can be applied to determine
the probability that the residuals are drawn from two dif-
ferent distributions and are thus statistically different;
smaller residual variance denotes a better prediction. Note
that if the residuals are not Gaussian, the test for signifi-
cance is considerably more difficult and often inconclusive.
One formal test of Gaussianity is the Jarque-Bera �JB�
statistic.64 If the JB statistic of a dataset is sufficiently
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Table 2 Statistical significance relationships �ratio of residual variances� between the algorithms on all
the databases. A value �1 denotes that the algorithm in the row has smaller residuals than the
algorithm in the column. Bold entries are statistically significant with confidence greater than 95%. A
value 	1 denotes larger residuals. Italicized entries indicate the algorithm in the row is statistically
worse than the algorithm�s� in the column. An * appears next to the statistically best-performing
algorithms in the database.

PSNR SSIM MS-SSIM NQM VSNR VIP MAD

TID PSNR — 1.2406 2.4088 1.1365 1.3334 2.0306 2.2994

SSIM 0.8060 — 1.9416 0.9161 1.0748 1.6868 1.8535

MS-SSIM* 0.4151 0.5150 — 0.4718 0.5535 0.8430 0.9546

NQM 0.8799 1.0916 2.1194 — 1.1732 1.7867 2.0232

VSNR 0.7500 0.9304 1.8065 0.8524 — 1.5229 1.7245

VIF 0.4925 0.6110 1.1862 0.5597 0.6566 — 1.1324

MAD* 0.4349 0.5395 1.0475 0.4943 0.5799 0.8831 —

JBSTAT 20.1 98.9 31.6 282.6 559.2 283.1 438.3

LIVE PSNR — 2.0052 1.8680 1.4012 1.6394 3.0448 3.8744

SSIM 0.4987 — 0.9316 0.6988 0.8176 1.5185 1.9822

MS-SSIM 0.5353 1.0734 — 0.7501 0.8776 1.6300 2.0741

NQM 0.7137 1.4310 1.3331 — 1.1700 2.1730 2.7650

VSNR 0.6100 1.2231 1.1394 0.8547 — 1.8573 2.3633

VIF 0.3284 0.6586 0.6135 0.4602 0.5384 — 1.2724

MAD* 0.2581 0.5176 0.4821 0.3617 0.4231 0.7859 —

JBSTAT 11.8 2.6 7.1 180.0 20.0 4.8 123.5

Toyama PSNR — 1.6852 2.9284 2.9284 2.4672 3.6057 3.0002

SSIM 0.6116 — 1.7909 1.7909 1.5088 2.2051 1.8348

MS-SSIM* 0.3415 0.5584 — 1.0000 0.8425 1.2313 1.0245

NQM* 0.3415 0.5584 1.0000 — 0.8425 1.2313 1.0245

VSNR 0.4053 0.6628 1.1869 1.1869 — 1.4615 1.2160

VIF* 0.2773 0.4535 0.8122 0.8122 0.6842 — 0.8321

MAD* 0.3333 0.5450 0.9761 0.9761 0.8223 1.2018 —

JBSTAT 8.0 2.9 0.0 2.8 18.1 2.9 13.0

CSIQ JPSNR — 1.0730 1.8486 0.8012 1.0018 2.5020 3.7087

SSIM 0.9320 — 1.7229 0.7467 0.9337 2.8318 3.4564

MS-SSIM 0.5410 0.5804 — 0.4334 0.5419 1.3534 2.0062

NQM 1.2481 1.8392 2.8073 — 1.2504 3.1228 4.6289

VSNR 0.9982 1.0710 1.8452 0.7997 — 2.4974 3.7020

VIF 0.3997 0.4289 0.7389 0.3202 0.4004 — 1.4823

MAD* 0.2696 0.2893 0.4985 0.2160 0.2701 0.6746 —

JBSTAT 2.2 38.6 26.9 43.9 45.6 32.2 17.4
ournal of Electronic Imaging Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)011006-13
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mall, one can assume that the data follow a Gaussian dis-
ribution. Larger values of the JB statistic denote larger
eviations from Gaussianity.

Table 2 shows the summary for overall statistical perfor-
ance of each algorithm on TID, LIVE, Toyama, and
SIQ. Each entry is the ratio of the residual variance of the
lgorithm in the row to the algorithm in the column. An
-test was performed between each pair of algorithms.
old entries denote that the algorithm in the row has sta-

istically smaller residuals than the algorithm in the column
ith confidence greater than 95%. Italicized entries denote

hat the algorithm in the row has statistically greater re-
idual variances with the same confidence. Plain text en-
ries denote that there is statistically no difference between
he residuals of the two predictions. Starred algorithms in
olumn 2 indicate that no other algorithm performs statis-
ically better on the particular database.

Table 2 also contains the JB statistic measure of Gaus-
ianity. Italicized JB entries denote that the residuals can be
eemed Gaussian with 99% confidence. A large JB statistic
ndicates an increased departure from Gaussian �usually
ue to the presence of outliers�.

On TID, MAD and MS-SSIM are statistically the best-
erforming algorithms. It is notable that none of the algo-
ithm residuals can be deemed Gaussian with high confi-
ence. For instance, MAD has one of the highest JB
tatistics due to a large number of outliers at high quality
see Fig. 8�. It is surprising, then, that MAD stays competi-
ive with MS-SSIM, which has considerably more Gaussian
esiduals. That is to say, the variance of MAD is inflated by
he existence of outliers, while the variance of MS-SSIM
rises from a more even, but wider, clustering across qual-
ty ranges.

On LIVE, MAD is statistically the best-performing al-
orithm. Again, MAD is also deemed as highly non-
aussian as denoted by the JB statistic. The high JB value

s attributable to several outliers �see Fig. 8 in the LIVE
atabase group� that inflate the variance of MAD, similar to
he high-quality outliers on TID.

On CSIQ, MAD is statistically the best-performing al-
orithm. Notice that MAD has slightly more Gaussian re-
iduals than every algorithm except PSNR. While none of
he algorithms �except PSNR� can be considered Gaussian,
he JB statistics between algorithms are much more consis-
ent. There are no algorithms that are wildly non-Gaussian
s seen in other databases. Because of the similarity in
aussianity for the algorithms, CSIQ provides the most
nbiased application of the F-test. Under these conditions,
AD performs well.
On Toyama, statistical significance is highly nonselec-

ive. MAD, MS-SSIM, NQM, and VIF have statistically the
ame performance. Even so, it is of note that MAD per-
orms comparatively well. Toyama seems to show the least
reference toward MAD, which is a contraindication from
he other database analyses. Perhaps Toyama shows the
east preference because it contains the least number of
istortion types. This is investigated in the next section.

In summary, MAD was shown to have significantly
maller residuals on the CSIQ and LIVE databases. For
oyama and TID, the residuals of MAD were shown to be
rawn from the same distribution as the best-performing
lgorithm with 95% confidence. For Toyama and TID, there
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011006-1
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was no algorithm that consistently ranked better than
MAD. TID showed mild preference to MS-SSIM, and
Toyama showed mild preference to VIF.

4.4 Performance on Individual Distortion Types
Table 3 shows the SROCC of MAD and other quality as-
sessment algorithms on the subsets of images from the TID,
LIVE, Toyama, and CSIQ databases. The subsets are se-
lected based on the distortion type. Bold entries denote the
algorithm with the best overall performance for each dis-
tortion on each database. Italicized entries denote the
second-best performer. This type of comparison is useful
for applications where the distortion type is known before-
hand. Table 3, last row, also shows the number of times that
the SROCC was above 0.95 � i.e., highly correlated with
MOS or DMOS�.

When the distortion is known beforehand, the bolded
entry from the table denotes the algorithm that might be
most appropriate to use. On average, when the source of
distortion is held constant, MS-SSIM and VIF show the
best performances. MAD performs well on photographic
distortions and compression distortions �blur, JPEG, etc.�.
MAD also performs well on denoised images.

Additionally, notice that MAD has significant trouble
with images containing nonuniform distortion, such as
packet loss errors, randomly placed solid blocks, and im-
pulse noise. This same phenomenon was observed when
looking at the outliers on LIVE and TID. We believe that
this is an indication that ddetect and dappear could be com-
bined differently. For instance, it is possible to combine the
masking and statistical maps and then perform error pool-
ing, rather than error pooling each individual map and then
combining the scalar values. In this way, the combination
of strategies would be spatially dependent and may be more
resilient to nonuniform distortions.

MAD also demonstrates a high number of times that its
SROCC is above 0.95, meaning that it could be used effec-
tively when the distortions in an images result from a single
factor. VIF shows the most high correlations, with 13 im-
age sets where it is highly correlated. When the distortions
come from multiple sources or unknown sources, MAD is
still the best overall choice.

4.5 Performance at Different Distortion Levels
It is informative to examine how the separate strategies of
MAD perform on images containing only near-threshold
distortions versus images containing highly visible distor-
tions �i.e., using just ddetect and dappear on subsets containing
near-threshold distortions or highly suprathreshold distor-
tions�.

Table 4 �top� shows the SROCC of various quality as-
sessment algorithms on near-threshold distorted images
from the CSIQ, LIVE, and TID databases �top fifth of the
quality range of the database�. Table 4 �bottom� shows the
performances on highly distorted images from the same
databases �bottom fifth of the quality range�. Toyama is
excluded from this comparison because the top and bottom
fifth of the quality ranges contain a limited number of im-
ages �10 to 20 total images�. Also listed in Table 4 are
results from the various other quality assessment algo-
rithms. Algorithms in bold are statistically tied for best per-
formance based on an F-test. Notice that indeed d per-
detect
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able 3 SROCC of MAD and other quality assessment algorithms on multiple databases using single types of distortion. Bold entries are the
est performers in the database for the particular type of distortion. Italicized entries are the second-best performers. The last row shows the
umber of times the SROCC was above 0.95.

PSNR SSIM MS-SSIM NQM VSNR VIF MD Images

lur CSIQ 0.929 0.924 0.972 0.958 0.945 0.975 0.966 150

LIVE 0.781 0.951 0.959 0.859 0.942 0.973 0.899 145

TID 0.868 0.937 0.961 0.885 0.933 0.955 0.914 100

wgn CSIQ 0.936 0.925 0.947 0.939 0.924 0.957 0.960 150

LIVE 0.985 0.969 0.973 0.986 0.979 0.985 0.971 145

TID 0.911 0.825 0.809 0.768 0.773 0.880 0.863 100

peg CSIQ 0.888 0922 0.962 0.953 0.9003 0.970 0.966 150

LIVE 0.881 0.975 0.979 0.957 0.966 0.984 0.949 175

TOY 0.284 0.627 0.835 0.889 0.797 0.907 0.895 84

TID 0.901 0.897 0.935 0.907 0.917 0.917 0.941 100

peg2000 CSIQ 0.936 0.921 0.969 0.963 0.948 0.967 0.977 150

LIVE 0.895 0.961 0.965 0.944 0.956 0.969 0.938 169

TOY 0.860 0.915 0.947 0.904 0.925 0.956 0.955 84

TID 0.830 0.877 0.974 0.953 0.952 0.971 0.972 100

ontrast CSIQ 0.862 0.740 0.952 0.948 0.869 0.936 0.917 116

TID 0.613 0.629 0.640 0.727 0.424 0.819 0.492 100

/fnoise CSIQ 0.934 0.894 0.933 0.911 0.908 0.951 0.954 150

peg2000 LIVE 0.893 0.955 0.930 0.800 0.905 0.965 0.883 145

ack. loss TID 0.777 0.847 0.852 0.726 0.791 0.851 0.840 100

peg
ack. loss

TID 0.766 0.819 0.874 0.737 0.805 0.858 0.851 100

uantity TID 0.870 0.804 0.854 0.821 0.827 0.796 0.850 100

enoised TID 0.938 0.926 0.957 0.945 0.929 0.919 0.945 100

wgncolor TID 0.907 0.825 0.806 0.749 0.779 0.878 0.839 100

orrnoise TID 0.923 0.849 0.820 0.772 0.766 0.870 0.898 100

asknoise TID 0.849 0.818 0.816 0.707 0.729 0.870 0.736 100

ifreqnoise TID 0.932 0.858 0.868 0.901 0.881 0.907 0.897 100

mpulse TID 0.918 0.759 0.687 0.762 0.647 0.883 0.512 100

attern TID 0.593 0.678 0.734 0.680 0.572 0.761 0.838 100

lock TID 0.585 0.891 0.762 0.235 0.193 0.832 0.161 100

ean shift TID 0.697 0.757 0.737 0.525 0.372 0.513 0.589 100

	0.95 1 5 11 6 4 13 8 NA
ournal of Electronic Imaging Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)011006-15
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orms well on near-threshold distorted images and performs
oorly on highly distorted images as designed. Similarly as
esigned, the opposite relationship is seen for dappear. It per-
orms well on highly distorted images and performs poorly
hen the distortions are near-threshold. These results

trengthen the argument that the HVS changes strategies
ased on how distorted the images appear.

For LIVE and CSIQ at near-threshold, ddetect is the best-
erforming algorithm or tied for best-performing algorithm,
s we would predict. This is not the case for TID. No al-
orithm performs well when the distortions are mostly
ear-threshold. As mentioned previously, we expected all
lgorithms to perform poorly on near-threshold distortions
n TID because of the wide variation in viewing conditions
uring subjective testing. This variability makes reliable
alculations of masking impossible, which explains why
detect may be performing poorly. NQM and VIF appear to
e the most resilient to these variations, with SROCC’s of
.47 and 0.51. Though they are the best performers at this
istortion range on TID, the correlations are quite small and
he overall relationship to quality is still weak.

For highly distorted images, dappear is the best performer
r statistically equal to the best performer on all the data-
ases. VIF also does well on CSIQ and TID, but not on
IVE. As one might predict, dappear is the most consistent
erformer in this distortion range. These results further sup-
ort the use of separate strategies for near- and suprathresh-
ld distortions.

able 4 SROCC for ddetect and dappear and other algorithms on image
DMOS or MOS in the top fifth of the quality range of the database�
he quality range of the database�. Bold entries have the best perfo

SSIM MS-SSIM NQM V

igh CSIQ 0.576 0.717 0.430 0

uality LIVE 0.532 0.532 0.375 0

mage TID 0.318 0.216 0.473 0

ow CSIQ 0.306 0.576 0.555 0

uality LIVE 0.558 0.598 0.620 0

mages TID 0.214 0.491 0.232 0

Table 5 SROCC/linear CC, respectively, for ddet
ddetect on multiple database. The mean and stan

dappear versus MAD ddetect versus

TID 0.8206/0.9111 0.9558/0.9

TOY 0.9912/0.9752 0.7402/85

LIVE 0.9523/0.5439 0.9588/0.9

CSIQ 0.9406/0.9050 0.9410/0.9
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011006-1
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Additionally, it is interesting to quantify how the dual
strategy contributes to the value of MAD. Table 5 shows
the SROCC and linear CC �after logistic transformation� of
1. ddetect versus MAD, 2. dappear versus MAD, and 3. dappear

versus ddetect. On Toyama dappear is more correlated with the
value of MAD than ddetect. The opposite relationship is seen
on TID, LIVE, and CSIQ. Moreover, both ddetect and dappear

are always highly correlated with MAD, indicating it re-
ceives significant influence from both strategies. The values
of ddetect and dappear are less correlated with each other, in-
dicating that each strategy indeed provides some informa-
tion independent of the other. However, it is reasonable to
assume that ddetect is slightly more influential than dappear, as
Toyama has a limited number of images and is the only
database to show preference to dappear.

Also shown in Table 5 is the mean and standard devia-
tion of � on each of the databases. For the most part, � has
a mean of about 0.45 and 0.1 standard deviation. Each
strategy receives a varying weight depending on the visibil-
ity of the distortions �i.e., � does not stay within a limited
range in the databases�. Toyama shows the least variability,
with alpha having a standard deviation of 0.0414. It is un-
clear why � is restricted on Toyama. Perhaps more images
or more distortions would provide a wider range of vari-
ability.

the multiple databases containing mostly near-threshold distortions
ages that are highly distorted �DMOS or MOS in the bottom fifth of
, statistically.

VIF ddetect dappear Images

0.649 0.684 0.471 316 DMOS�20

0.557 0.696 0.182 193 DMOS�25

0.508 0.334 0.258 227 MOS	6

0.782 0.561 0.752 177 DMOS	65

0.445 0.479 0.786 112 DMOS	80

0.631 0.128 0.622 125 MOS�2.5

us MAD, dappear versus MAD, and dappear versus
eviation of � on each database is also shown.

dappear versus ddetect mean � std �

0.6481/0.8784 0.394 0.0721

0.6552/0.9537 0.6493 0.0414

0.8522/0.6073 0.4216 0.1207

0.8079/0.8866 0.4714 0.1735
s from
and im
rmance

SNR

.563

.634

.338

.452

.513

.194
ect vers
dard d

MAD

895

20

787

903
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.6 Limitations and Future Work

he performance of MAD is not without its downsides. In
articular, the efficiency, masking implementation, and ap-
earance model are in the first iterations of design. MAD is
eant to advocate that by using simple assumptions about

ual strategies, one can achieve excellent subjective quality
rediction. There are still a number of directions that can be
mproved on in MAD.

The appearance model dappear has a significant computa-
ion time and somewhat high memory footprint. A typical

atlab implementation with a 512�512 image can take up
o 50 s on a 2.0-GHz AMD Athlon X2 processor. The sig-
ificant computation time can be attributed to the log-
abor image decomposition and the subsequent local sta-

istics calculation on each subband. This bottleneck of the
mplementation requires the use of three nested loops.
owever, only a single loop traverses based on the image

ize. Thus the implementation grows at O�N�, where N de-
otes the number of pixels in the image.

In addition, each log-Gabor subband must be saved in
emory while the statistics are calculated. At any given

ime, dappear may have the subband statistics of the refer-
nce and distorted image loaded in memory, and the log-
abor filter bank decomposition for a single subband in
emory. This results in three additional double precision
aps of size N pixels each. Thus the memory footprint is

hree times the size of the input image �converted to double
recision�.

The computation of ddetect has a relatively low computa-
ional complexity and memory footprint. A typical Matlab
mplementation with a 512�512 image takes about 0.8 s
n a 2.0-GHz AMD Athlon X2 processor. It requires at
ost two double precision maps of size N pixels at any

ime during processing.
Aside from complexity, both ddetect and dappear could be

mplemented in completely different manners. The current
ersion of MAD uses a masking model with which it is
ifficult to separate the effects of different types of masking
n an informative way. For instance, spatial frequency and

eber’s law are heuristically incorporated using the mean
nd standard deviation, but not accounted for optimally
i.e., using real experimental observations�. Additionally,
ontrast detection thresholds and contrast �or pattern�
asking are heuristically incorporated �again, using the
ean and standard deviation�. From this perspective, it is

rguable that ddetect provides only a reasonable masking ap-
roximation, not an optimal model of masking.

Furthermore, the appearance model used in MAD is
nly an approximation of what the HVS might be doing. It
s unclear why log-Gabor statistics capture overall appear-
nce, and if the information could be achieved in a more
fficient, direct manner. We highly encourage other inter-
retations of what the HVS might be capturing in this qual-
ty regime.

As mentioned previously, MAD has trouble predicting
he quality of images with nonuniform distortions such as
acket loss and impulse noise. We are currently looking at
aking Eq. �12� spatially dependent. Instead of a single,

calar � blending parameter, there would be an entire
-map. In this way, one �-map could be ascertained from
AD, which quantifies the portions of an image where the
VS employs strategies that are either mostly detection
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011006-1
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based or mostly appearance based. This type of mapping
may be useful for applications involving not only compres-
sion, but also unequal error protection in images.

We are also looking at extending MAD to account for
color artifacts. In its current state, MAD is blind to color-
only distortions and masking effects related to hue. These
types of extensions to MAD could provide significant im-
provements. Video quality assessment could also benefit
from a dual strategy decomposition like MAD. It is unclear
how the HVS adapts to different quality regimes in video,
and MAD could be a good starting model. We note, how-
ever, that the computational complexity must be reduced
for a video implementation of MAD, and are actively work-
ing to further reduce the run time and memory footprint of
MAD.
5 Conclusions
This work presents a new method of image quality assess-
ment that operates under the premise that the HVS per-
forms two distinct strategies when assessing image quality.
For high-quality images, because the distortions are not
readily visible, our visual system seems to employ a detec-
tion strategy in an attempt to locate any visible differences.
For low-quality images, because the distortions tend to
dominate the image’s overall appearance, visual detection
is less applicable; rather, quality is determined based pri-
marily on our ability to recognize image content. Thus, in
the high-quality regime, the HVS attempts to look for dis-
tortions in the presence of the image; whereas in the low-
quality regime, the HVS attempts to look for image content
in the presence of the distortions. We argue that these two
fundamentally different strategies require two separate
computational models.

Accordingly, two separate computational measures of
perceived distortion are presented. The first measure, de-
signed for high-quality images, assesses perceived distor-
tion by taking into account contrast sensitivity, and local
luminance and contrast masking. The perceived distortion
is computed via a visibility-weighted local error measure-
ment computed in the lightness domain �L*�. The second
measure, designed for low-quality images, assesses per-
ceived distortion based on the changes in local statistics
between the subbands of the original image and the sub-
bands of the distorted image. An overall measure of per-
ceived distortion is computed via a weighted geometric
mean of the high and low-quality measures, where the
weight is determined based on the estimated level of dis-
tortion.

The proposed MAD measure is shown to perform well
on images from the TID image database,55 LIVE image
database,25 Toyama image database,57 and the CSIQ image
database.58 Statistically significant improvements in pre-
dicting subjective ratings are achieved in comparison to a
variety of existing algorithms. Some notable limitations of
MAD include its relatively high computational complexity
and memory footprint attributable to the log-Gabor decom-
position required for the low-quality measure. In addition,
MAD is blind to color-only distortion and has not yet been
tested over a range of viewing distances. We are currently
in the process of refining the masking model and the log-
Gabor decomposition to better take into account viewing
distance. We are also exploring extensions of this work for
color images and video quality assessment.
Jan–Mar 2010/Vol. 19(1)7
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ppendix 1: Details of the Detection-Based
trategy
his section provides details of the contrast sensitivity

unction and contrast masking model used in the computa-
ion of ddetect.

.1 Contrast Sensitivity Function
quation �3� in Sec. 3.1.1 specifies the CSF used in the
omputation of ddetect. The quantity f� in this equation is
iven by f�= f / �0.15 cos�4��+0.85�, which represents an
rientation-based modification of f that effects an approxi-
ately −3-dB attenuation in H�f ,�� along the diagonal ori-

ntations to account for decreased contrast sensitivity along
iagonal orientations �the oblique effect, see Ref. 5�.

The CSF is further adjusted as described in Ref. 5 to
ave a lowpass profile by explicitly setting frequencies be-
ow fpeak to 0.981, which is the maximum value of H�f ,��
s determined by �. In Refs. 5, 18, and 48, �=0.114, re-
ulting in a peak at a frequency of fpeak�8 c /deg �where
he peak is measured before forcing the lowpass profile�.
ere, we have used �=0.228, resulting in fpeak�4c /deg,
hich is within the range of 1 to 6 c /deg typically reported

or the CSF �see, e.g., Refs. 26 and 65�.
The CSF in Eq. �3� is specified in terms of f and �.

hese quantities can be computed from discrete Fourier
ransform �DFT� indices u� �−M /2,M /2� and v

�−N /2,N /2� via

f = � u

M/2�
2

+ � v
N/2�

2�1/2�� tan� �

180
�

2
c/deg, �17�

= arctan�v
u
� , �18�

here � is the display resolution in pixels per unit distance
e.g., pixels/inch�, and � is the viewing distance in those
ame distance units �e.g., inches�. �The quantity
� tan�� /180� is the display visual resolution66 in units of
ixels per degree of visual angle. Dividing this quantity by
wo yields the maximum number of cycles per degree
maximum spatial frequency� in the horizontal or vertical

p1,1 p1,2

p2,1 p2,2

(a)

Fig. 9 Example of measuring the local �block-b
object �here, a solid disk� placed on a high-con
In �a�, the contrast of the block is low. In �c�, the
block would normally be higher than the contr
border is not effective at masking.68 Here, we
contrast to be the minimum contrast of all fou
lowest contrast, the effective local contrast is m
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011006-1
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direction. Scaling this latter quantity by ���u /M /2�2

+ �v /N /2�2� yields the particular spatial frequency f in
c/deg.� Thus, given � and �, we use the prior conversions

to compute a DFT-based CSF H̆�u ,v� from H�f ,�� via

H̆�u,v� = H
� u

M/2�
2

+ � v
N/2�

2�1/2�v tan� �

180
�

2
,arctan�v

u
�� . �19�

A.2 Effective Local Root Mean Square Contrast
in the Original Image

The contrast masking model described in Sec. 3.1.1 uses a
modified standard deviation to compute the local rms con-
trast of the original image. Specifically, �̃org�p� in Eq. �4�
denotes the modified standard deviation of block p of Iorg�
given by

�̃org�p� = min���p1,1�,��p1,2�,��p2,1�,��p2,2�� . �20�

The quantities ��p1,1�, ��p1,2�, ��p2,1�, and ��p2,2� corre-
spond to the standard deviations of the four subblocks of
block p as illustrated in Fig. 9.

This modified standard deviation is used to compensate
for the fact that edges and object boundaries are not effec-
tive at masking, despite the fact that these regions exhibit
high contrast.67 As shown in Fig. 9,68 by defining the effec-
tive contrast based on the minimum contrast of each
block’s four subblocks, the resulting contrast around edges/
object borders is measured to be relatively low.

A.3 Mapping Contrast Ratios to Visibility
To determine the locations at which the distortions in the
distorted image are visible, Eq. �6� is used to compare Cerr
with Corg to yield the visibility map �
�p�	 as described in
Sec. 3.1.1.

The first statement in Eq. �6� handles the case in which
the �log� contrast of the error is greater than the �log� con-
trast of the image in block p, and both of these contrasts are

p1,1 p1,2

p2,1 p2,2

p1,1 p1,2

p2,1 p2,2

(c)

contrast in an image containing a low-contrast
ckground, as is often found in natural images.

st of the block is high. In �b�, the contrast of the
asured in �a�, despite the fact that this object
me this limitation by taking the effective local
ocks. Thus in �b�, since subblock p2,1 has the
d to be just as low as that measured in �a�.
(b)

ased�
trast ba
contra

ast me
overco

r subbl
easure
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bove a minimum �log� threshold contrast ��=−5, chosen
mpirically by visually inspecting a number of generated
asking maps and distorted images�. See Fig. 3 for a plot

f Cerr versus Corg. In this case, 
�p� is set to the amount by
hich the �log� contrast of the error exceeds the �log� con-

rast of the image.
The second statement in Eq. �6� handles the case in

hich the image’s �log� contrast in block p is at or below
he threshold ���, but the �log� contrast of the error in p is
bove the threshold. In this case, 
�p� is set to the amount
y which the �log� contrast of the error exceeds the thresh-
ld. This second case is designed to avoid disproportion-
tely high values of 
�p� due to blocks with low image
ontrast.

The final statement handles the case in which both the
mage and error exhibit a contrast at or below the threshold,
n which case 
�p� is set to zero. Progressively greater val-
es of 
�p�	0 denote locations at which the error is pro-
ressively more visible. A demonstration of each stage of
he masking model is provided in an online supplement to
his work located at http://vision.okstate.edu/mad/.

ppendix 2: Details of the Appearance-Based
trategy

n this section, we provide details regarding the log-Gabor
ecomposition and the comparison of local subband statis-
ics used in the computation of dappear.

.1 Log-Gabor Decomposition
he log-Gabor decomposition is specified by Eq. �9� in
ec. 3.2.1. This decomposition is computed at five scales
=1, . . . ,5, using values of rs=2 /3s and �s /rs=1.1. These
alues result in an approximately 1.5 octave spacing of the
enter frequencies of the bands, with each band spanning
n approximately 1.5 octave bandwidth. Four orientations
=1, . . . ,4 are computed using �o= �o−1�� /4 correspond-

ng to 0, 45, 90, and 135 deg. The angular spread �o is
xed at � /6. These values were chosen empirically to
inimize overlap between bands, but still uniformly cover
ost of the frequency spectrum as in the mammalian visual

ystem.51

Note that the frequency responses of the filters defined
y Eq. �9� are nonzero only for positive frequencies due to
he one-sided orientation component of the response. This
eliberate lack of conjugate symmetry allows the computa-
ion of two spatial-domain convolutions via a single DFT/
nverse DFT. Specifically, each subband is computed via

´s,o = F−1�Ğs,o�u,v� � F�I�� , �21�

here Ğs,o�u ,v�=Gs,o�� ��u /M /2�2+ �v /N /2�2� , arctan
v /u�	, and where I denotes the original or distorted image.
his equation is equivalent to convolving I in the spatial
omain with both even and odd-symmetric log-Gabor filter
ernels. The inverse DFT yields complex-valued subband
oefficients �cs,o�CM�N� in which the real part of the co-
fficients correspond to the even-symmetric filter outputs,
nd the imaginary part of the coefficients correspond to the
dd-symmetric filter outputs.

For each subband, we collapse the real and imaginary
omponents of each coefficient �even and odd filter output�
nto a single magnitude via
ournal of Electronic Imaging 011006-1
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ćs,o = �R�cs,o	2 + I�cs,o	2, �22�

where ćs,o�RM�N. The log-Gabor decomposition thus
yields 20 subbands �5 scales�4 orientations� containing
only positive coefficients. This decomposition is applied to
both the original image Iorg and the distorted image Idst to
yield the sets of subbands �ćs,o

org	 and �ćs,o
dst	, respectively.

B.2 Comparing Subband Statistics
To capture appearance-based changes, the local subband
coefficient statistics of the original image are compared
with those of the distorted image. This comparison is speci-
fied by Eq. �10� in Sec. 3.2.2.

The skewness difference in Eq. �10� is multiplied by a
factor of 2 to bring it on approximately the same scale as
the � and � differences. The scale-specific weights ws are
used to account for the HVS’s preference for coarse scales
over fine scales �Ref. 69�. The values chosen for ws for the
finest to coarsest scales are 0.5, 0.75, 1, 5, and 6, which
were selected to yield the best performance on the A57
database.54 Using these weights, the finest scale contributes
approximately 3.8% to ��p�, and coarser scales contribute
5.6, 7.5, 37.7, and 45.2%, respectively. �The proper values
of ws remain an area of future research. Adjustment of ws
only marginally affects the performance of the appearance-
based model.�

The statistics of the log-Gabor filter outputs have been
widely used to define visual appearance and texture. Spe-
cifically, changes in standard deviation, skewness, and kur-
tosis have been shown to be good indications of discrim-
inable texture appearance.53 A change in the standard
deviation of log-Gabor subband coefficients means that the
outputs of certain log-Gabor filters change in intensity.
When these changes are computed on a block-by-block ba-
sis, we are also able to approximately locate where in the
image the filter outputs change. For instance, blurring dra-
matically changes the histogram of the log-Gabor outputs.
1. At high frequency, the histogram of filter outputs be-
comes more peaked with smaller standard deviation. 2. Ad-
ditionally, if the outputs were skewed to one side before
blurring, the histogram is likely to be more symmetric af-
terward. Compression artifacts would have different but
measurable changes in the log-Gabor statistics. These
changes in local subband statistics can approximate the per-
ceived distortion of local image structure.
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